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No winning design has yet emerged for wave energy capture. 
New concepts still have a chance - but how to sort the wheat 
from the chaff? 

STEP 1 -Scrutinize for feasibility, in particular survivability, the 
Achilles Heel of many past efforts.

STEP 2 Numerically model to provide early-stage performance 
estimates, suitable for a TPL assessment.

NREL, funded by a TEAMER award, has numerically 
modeled PIP using WEC-Sim. PIP looks promising – read 
on!

Develop a time domain, 3 DOF model of the PIP device, 
including PTO, that can be used to optimize design 
parameters, develop control algorithms and establish a 
baseline TPL. 

A baseline TPL enables the PIP technology to be 
benchmarked against other WEC concepts, providing:
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• justification (or not) of investment $$$in wave tank 
model testing

• Develop a simple WEC-Sim model 
based on a linear PTO 
approximation - apply damping 
coefficients to the relative motion 
between PIP hull and internal water 
coil mass.

• Upgrade the PTO model dynamics 
using the PTO-Sim library with 
rework the Compressible Fluid 
Piston Block re-worked

PIP (Pitching Inertial Pump) WEC – is a novel, 
pitching, wave energy capture device – The body 
simply self reacts with an internal water mass - It 
is eminently survivable. 
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• Performance with the simple WEC-Sim model 
corresponds closely to that with more rigorous PTO-Sim 
model (300-400 kW expected in 2m waves).

• Using >2000 panels provides consistent added          
mass results in pitch (Capytaine).

• Extending the nose significantly boosts power.
• Changing C of G shows little impact.

• Next Steps
• Augment the workflow by calling WEC-Sim from Python.
• Automate the modeling process from geometry creation to 

WEC Performance metrics.
• Integrate numerical optimization frameworks into the 

automated design process.
• Investigate control strategies using the PTO coil bypass. 

valve (coupling and uncoupling the oscillating coil water 
mass from the structure).
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• Develop Python-based meshing scripts to explore the 
geometry design space 

• Generate hydrodynamic coefficients using the BEM code 
Capytaine

• Compare predictions from the two models
• Investigate changes to hull geometry and C of G

Rework of Compressible Fluid Piston Block in PTO-Sim 

OR


